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Introduction 
Friedrich Herrmann 

 
What is an analogy? In physics, by analogy we mean that two or more subfields can be described 
by means of the same mathematical structure. Any analogy can be resumed in a table that can be 
seen as a kind of dictionary. The entries of this dictionary are:  

physical quantities 
relations between these quantities 
physical phenomena 
words that describe the phenomena 
models 
technical devices 
particles 
fields 
… 

When teaching we often use analogies: between the electric and the magnetic field, between a capa-
citor and a coil, between sound waves and electromagnetic waves, between translational and rota-
tional movements,  between Newton’s  law of  gravitation and Coulomb’s  law. However,  there  are 
also dormant analogies. No profit is taken of them. And this profit could be considerable.  

We shall present a far-reaching analogy between four sub-fields of science: mechanics, electricity, 
heat and chemistry. Thus, our dictionary is quadrilingual. 

The analogy is based on the fact that each of these scientific domains has its own characteristic ex-
tensive or substance-like quantity: momentum (mechanics), electric charge (electricity), entropy 
(heat) and amount of substance (chemistry) [1,2,3,4,5]. The analogy can be extended to phenomena 
and processes that are related to the transmission and storage of data [6,7].  

The advantages of using this analogy are:  
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– The physics curriculum is more compact;  
– physics is easier to understand; 
– the barrier to neighboring disciplines is lowered.  

Physics courses based on this analogy have been developed for all levels of education: Elementary 
School [8] Junior High School [9], Senior High School [10] and University [11,12]. Moreover, 
there are Web based courses that take advantage of the analogy [13,14]. In recent years, the ap-
proach had a substantial impact on official curricula.  

Courses have been tested and are now applied in several countries. Just now a test phase is begin-
ning in China. 

 
Wu Guobin from the University of Shanghai for Science and Technology is a key person for introducing the Karlsruhe 
Physics Course in China.  

Michael Pohlig is a teacher in Karlsruhe. He also gives lectures for future teachers at the Karlsruhe Institute of Tech-
nology.  

Hans Fuchs is a Professor at the Zurich Institute for Applied Science. He is the Author of several text books. 

Michele  D’Anna  is  a  teacher  and  teacher  educator  at  Locarno,  Switzerland. He  is  developing  an  integrated  science 
course.  

Joel Rosenberg is actually working at Lawrence Hall of Science at Berkeley, USA. He is working on a project for ener-
gy education. 

Friedrich Herrmann is the coordinator of the Karlsruhe Physics Course project.  
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T eaching physics with substance-like quantities 
Wu Guobin 

 
The point of departure is a certain class of physical quantities: The extensive quantities or, as we 
like to call them, substance-like quantities. Among the substance-like quantities are electric charge, 
momentum, entropy, amount of substance and energy. What is a substance-like quantity? The val-
ue of such a quantity refers to a region of space. This is different from for example temperature, 
pressure or electric field strength: These quantities refer to a point – not to a region of space. Each 
extensive quantity X obeys a balance equation, which, in its integral form, reads: 

 
The whole equation also refers to a region of space. dX/dt is the time rate of change of X. IX is the 
current intensity of X; it refers to the surface of the region. Finally, ΣX is the production rate of X. 
The validity of such an equation allows us to imagine X as a measure of the amount of a substance 
or fluid. By “imagine” we do not mean, that electric charge, momentum or energy are substances. 
We mean that we can speak about each of these quantities in the same terms as when speaking 
about a substance. In other words: We are applying a model when dealing with these quantities, the 
substance model.  
According to this model, the change of the value of X has two causes: First, there may be a flow 
through the boundary surface of the considered region, and second there me be production or anni-
hilation of X within the region of space. Thus, the equation establishes a balance of the quantity X.  
For some substance-like  quantities,  the  term  ΣX is always equal to zero. These quantities can 
change their value within the region only by a flow through the boundary surface. They are called 
“conserved quantities” .  
When using the extensive quantities as a basis for structuring the course, we can take advantage of 
a far-reaching analogy between the various parts of physics.  
We shall construct a table in order to show how the analogy works. First, there are the extensive 
quantities electric charge Q , momentum p, entropy S and amount of substance n (first column of the 
table). To each of these substance-like quantities corresponds an intensive quantity (second col-
umn): electric potential φ, velocity v, absolute temperature T and chemical potential μ. Moreover, to 
each of the extensive quantities a flow or current exists (third column): the electric current I, the 
momentum current or force F , the entropy current IS and the substance current In. Notice, that each 
line of the table corresponds to a particular subfield of science: electricity, mechanics, thermody-
namics and chemistry. 
The important thing is, that the table not only contains physical quantities, but also relations be-
tween these quantities. Many of the relationships that exist between the quantities of one subfield of 
science (one line in the table) have a counterpart in another subfield. An example is shown in the 
forth column of the Table. These are the balance equations that we had just introduced: The electric 

dX
dt

 IX  X
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charge is a conserved quantity, so, there is no production term. The momentum balance is recog-
nized as Newton’s  second  law. This  law can be  read  in  the  following way: The momentum of  a 
body changes when a momentum current is flowing into or out of the body. Force turns out to be 
nothing else than a momentum current. Finally, there is the entropy balance. Here the sigma-term is 
not zero, since entropy can be produced. 
Notice, that the table can be considered a kind of dictionary between four different languages.  
There are more entries into the table. There is for instance a generalized capacity. Everybody knows 
the electric capacity. But there is also a capacity for momentum. It turns out that this is the mass. 
And there is also an entropy capacity, which is, apart from a factor T, equal to the well-known heat 
capacity. 
Next, there is a generalized resistance. The electric resistance is well-known, but there is also a me-
chanical and a thermal resistance. An electric current flows in a resistor from high to low electric 
potential. We can express this fact by saying: The electric charge goes by itself from high to low 
electric potential. In the same way we can say that momentum goes by itself from high to low ve-
locity in a process with mechanical friction. Entropy flows by itself from high to low temperature 
and a chemical reaction runs by itself from high to low chemical potential. 
But where in this table is the energy? Do we have to create another line with the energy as a sub-
stance-like quantity? The answer is no, since there is no corresponding intensive quantity. Actually, 
the energy does not define a new field of physics. On the contrary: Energy is important in the whole 
of physics, in each of the fields defined by these four lines. So, in our table, we do not need a new 
line for the energy, but a new column – with the energy in every line. In our dictionary metaphor, 
energy is an “international word”. It is the same in each of the four languages.  
Let us now consider one more column with equations. Each of these equations represents a descrip-
tion of an energy transport. It is customary to say that energy is transmitted in one or the other 
“form”, according to which of  the equations describes the transmission. The first equation corres-
ponds to the so-called electric energy. If the pertinent relation is that of the next line, then the ener-
gy exchange is called “work”. The next equation describes a transport in the form of heat and the 
last one corresponds to chemical energy.   
We consider a last example that shows the working of the analogy. We have seen, that electric 
charge flows by itself from high to low electric potential. However, often it happens that one wants 
the charge to go from low to high potential. This can indeed be realized. We have  to “force”  the 
electric charge. We need to “pump” it from low to high. We need an “electricity pump”. The tech-
nical name for “electricity pump” is battery or generator. An electricity pump brings electric charge 
from low to high electric potential.  
Momentum goes by itself from high to low velocity. In order to bring it from low to high velocity, 
we need a “momentum pump”. The technical name is motor. 
Entropy goes spontaneously from high to low temperature. To bring it from low to high temperature 
we need an entropy pump, technically called a heat pump.  
When taking this analogy seriously, the extensive quantities of the second column are to be treated 
as basic quantities. For our teaching we can conclude: 
– electric charge from the beginning; 
– momentum from the beginning; 
– entropy from the beginning. 
These are interesting conclusions. Normally electric charge is introduced at the beginning of the 
teaching of electricity. Momentum, however, is considered only late in the mechanics syllabus, in 
the context of collision experiments. And entropy, at least in schoolbooks, is not treated at all, and 
even in University physics it is introduced rather late in the thermodynamics lecture. 
The power of our concept is that phenomena, processes, devices, which in the traditional curriculum 
appear to be completely independent, turn out to be only different realizations of one and the same 
basic structure. 
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Analogy of energy transports 
Michael Pohlig 

 
The equations P = U · I, P = v · F , P = T · IS and P = μ ∙ In, (see the table in the previous section) 
document, that energy never flows alone. There is always another current of a substance-like quan-
tity, like electric charge, momentum, entropy or amount of substance. One more relation of this 
kind, is P = ω · IL = ω ∙ M. In this case the substance-like quantity that comes along with the energy 
is angular momentum.  The flow of the angular momentum is usually called torque.  

These equations suggest that we can create a vivid and useful picture of an energy transport. We 
name such pictures or diagrams “energy flow diagrams”. 

 
Fig. 1. Energy flow diagram. The energy carrier is entropy. 

Fig. 1 shows the energy transport from a boiler to a radiator in a central heating system. We call the 
boiler the “energy source” and the radiator the “energy receiver”. Together with the energy there is 
a flow of entropy. Entropy is the “energy carrier”. We say entropy carries energy from the boiler to 
the radiator. 

 
,Fig. 2. Energy flow diagram. The energy carrier is electric charge.  

In Fig. 2 the energy source is a generator and the energy receiver is a light bulb. Electric charge car-
ries energy from the generator to the light bulb. This diagram is not complete, however. After the 
energy  carrier  electricity  has  “unloaded”  its  energy within  the  light  bulb  it  returns  to  the  source. 
Therefore we draw another arrow for the electric charge that goes back to the generator, Fig.3.  

  
Fig. 3. Energy flow diagram. The energy carrier electric charge flows back to the source. 

In Fig. 4 the energy source is a turbine and the energy receiver is a generator. Now the energy 
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Fig. 4. Energy flow diagram. The energy carrier is angular momentum. The generator is an energy receiver. 

carrier is angular momentum. Comparing figures 3 and 4 we see, that the generator acts simulta-
neously as an energy source and an energy receiver. This observation leads us to introduce yet 
another symbol, Fig. 5.  

 
Fig. 5. Energy transloader 

The generator receives energy with the energy carrier angular momentum and gives it away with 
the carrier electric charge. Within the generator energy is “unloaded” from angular momentum and 
“loaded” on the electric charge. That is why we call the generator an energy transloader.  
Energy is often transloaded several times in succession. An example is shown in Fig. 6. 

 
Fig. 6. Several energy transloaders in succession. 

If the energy transloaders are connected the energy carrier at the exit of the first one must match the 
one at the entrance of the second. The rule for chaining energy transloaders is the same as that for 
playing domino. 
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O rigin of Analogical Reasoning in Physics 
Hans U . Fuchs 

 
Analogical reasoning is a form of figurative thought. Its precise meaning is very much subject to 
what philosophical stance one might take. Traditionally, analogy, like metaphor, is considered more 
of an embellishment of language than a serious (scientific) form. More recently, however, analogy 
has been recognized in cognitive science and cognitive linguistics as a fundamental and indispensa-
ble form of thought underlying much of human creativity.  

Here, a definition of analogy motivated by recent advances in cognitive linguistics and in research 
into conceptual structures in continuum physics is presented. In this approach, analogy derives from 
the fact that human figurative thought leads to structuring of different phenomena with the help of 
the same recurring experiential gestalts, called Force Dynamic Gestalts (FDGs). FDGs are struc-
tured on the basis of image schemas (i.e., recurring patterns of experience or experiential gestalts) 
that are projected metaphorically onto objects of human thought. The basic aspects of FDGs created 
in this manner are quantity, quality (intensity) and force (or power). By employing FDGs, different 
phenomena are made similar to the human mind.  

This similarity is made use of in analogical reasoning. The best known example of this form of 
analogy is Sadi Carnot's comparison of heat engines with waterfalls. Here, quantity (of fluid) is pro-
jected onto heat whereas level differences (differences of intensity) and power of a fall of fluid be-
come temperature differences and power of heat, respectively. 
 

Schematic Structure, M etaphor , and Roots of Analogy 
Analogies are the result of a creative process. Cognitive science in general, and cognitive linguistics 
in particular, have taught us that thought is figurative: we use recurring experiential gestalts to 
structure our understanding of the world [1,2,3,4]. When the same structures (commonly image 
schemas [5,6,7]) that result from the embodied nature of our mind are metaphorically projected 
onto different phenomena, the human mind sees these different phenomena as similar. Such similar-
ities are exploited in the production of analogy [8]. As a consequence, similarity is the result of this 
creative process, it is not preexisting out there in nature independently of the human mind and used 
post hoc to express an analogy. 

To give an example, if we speak of anger, we use a schema called FLUID SUBSTANCE to describe 
and reason about aspects of this phenomenon. We may say that anger grew in him, that there is a lot 
of anger present in this group of people, that he passed his anger on to others, etc. At the same time 
we conceptualize of the intensity of anger: steaming anger, mild anger, etc., which makes use of the 
SCALE or VERTICALITY schema (the intensity of anger is high or low). The use of these schemas for 
phenomena that, by themselves, have nothing to do with fluid substances or verticality, is called a 
metaphoric projection (see Fig. 1). 

Since we use the same schemas to conceptualize other phenomena such as pain, justice, light, fire, 
etc., these phenomena obtain a degree of similarity in the human mind (see Fig. 1) where the simi-
larity is one of conceptual structure. The mapping of this structure from one field to another is 
called analogy. [8,9] 
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Fig. 1. The creation of similarity as a result of the metaphoric projection of a small number of image schemas upon dif-
ferent phenomena. This apparent structural similarity allows structure mapping—a general form of analogy. [8] 

 
Force Dynamic G estalt 
One of the most pervasive experiential gestalts created in the perception of complex phenomena 
(justice, heat, anger, electricity, motion…) is what  I call  Force Dynamic Gestalt (F D G). [8] We 
first perceive these phenomena as wholes, then we begin to differentiate them, i.e., we create as-
pects. This differentiation happens more or less unconsciously; only when we begin to reflect upon 
our understanding of these phenomena do we become aware of the common aspects of the FDG. 
Natural language demonstrates that we use three figures to structure the gestalt [10]: 

1.   Quality or intensity 

2.   Quantity or size 

3.   Force or power 

There are additional (sub-)structures. Essentially, several or all of the schemas identified by Leo-
nard Talmy [11] in his theory of force dynamics (hindering,  causing,  letting, balance…)  are  em-
ployed. Furthermore, schemas such as the CONTAINER schema are used to extend the conceptualiza-
tion of the FLUID SUBSTANCE schema (substances are contained somewhere, and they flow into and 
out of these containers). 

As an example, consider how we speak (and according to cognitive linguistic, how we reason) 
about the phenomenon of justice. Here are some common expressions: 

•  Quality, intensity, level 
 I have always found that mercy bears richer fruits than strict justice. (A. Lincoln) 

•  Object, quantity, (fluid) substance 
 Justice denied anywhere diminishes justice everywhere. (Martin Luther King, Jr.) 

•  Force or power 
 The healing power of justice. 

The FDG which I have identified in the examples presented here can be seen to exist in our stories 
that make up our culture. As we will see, science is part of this culture. 
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Image Schemas and O ther Schematic Structures 
As mentioned before, (image) schemas play a fundamental role in embodied understanding [5,6,7]. 
The concepts of quality (intensity…), quantity (object, substance…) and force (power) originate in 
recurring experiences that lead to the formation of image schemas and other basic experiential ges-
talts. For us, the most important are: 

•  Scale and verticality 

•  Object, (fluid) substance 

•  Direct manipulation 

There are many more, and their form, meaning and status in theories of the human mind are subject 
to intense current research [7]. 

 
Application of the Theory of the F D G to Physics 

If we consider macroscopic physics in the form of a theory of continuous processes (continuum 
physics, [12-14]), we can identify the same basic structure of human conceptualization, i.e., the 
Force Dynamic Gestalt, that appears in the field of human interactions as well [9]. Take the pheno-
menon of electricity where we speak of a quantity of electricity (charge) being contained in ele-
ments and flowing from element to elements. The intensity of electricity, i.e., the difference of the 
electric potential between different elements is considered the driving force for the flow of charge. 
Electricity can be used to drive other processes (motion, heat, chemical change), it obviously can 
effect change. We construct a measure of the power of electricity to conceptualize and quantify this 
aspect of causation. Naturally, the power of a process is related to the quantity flowing through a 
given potential difference [15: Chapter 2]. 

The same structure of reasoning is employed in fluids, chemistry, motion, and heat [15,16-21]. In 
summary, the concepts of quality (intensity…), quantity (object, substance…) and force (power) are 
rendered in the form of the concepts of potential difference, fluid substance, and energy: 

• Scale and verticality: POTENTIAL 

• Object, (fluid) substance: FLUID SUBSTANCE 

• Direct manipulation: ENERGY 

Reasoning based upon these figurative structures leads to a feeling for the relation between the 
three. For an early and important example of this conceptual structure, let us discuss Sadi Carnot’s 
thermodynamics. 

 
Sadi Carnot: The Power of H eat 
In the introduction to his book, Reflexions sur la puissance du feu, Carnot gave a vivid description 
of how we can understand thermal processes [22]. Here is a short excerpt: 

Réflexions sur la puissance motrice du feu. D'après les notions établies jusqu'à présent, on peut 
comparer avec assez de justesse la puissance motrice de la chaleur à celle d'une chute d'eau 
[…]. La puissance motrice d'une chute d'eau dépend de sa hauteur et de la quantité du liquide; la 
puissance motrice de la chaleur dépend aussi de la quantité de calorique employé, et de ce qu'on 
pourrait nommer, de ce que nous appellerons en effet la hauteur de sa chute, c'est-à-dire de la 
différence de température des corps entre lesquels se fait l'échange du calorique. 

Clearly, this is the FDG of thermal processes, with the aspects of quantity, intensity, and power of 
heat well differentiated [15: Introduction]. 
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The Concept of Power 
Carnot’s thermodynamics can be used to introduce the concept of power in a general manner. Wa-
terfalls takes the role of a physical archetype that can be employed in every field of macroscopic 
physics. Contained in the image is the formal result that the power of a process (here, the power of a 
fall of water) equals the product of the flow of the proper fluid substance (here, water) and the dif-
ference of levels (here, the difference of the gravitational potential) through which the substance 
flows (see Fig. 2). 

 

 
Fig. 2. The power of a fall of water equals the product of the current of water (mass) and the difference of the levels 
(gravitational potentials) through which the water falls. Figure taken from [23]. 

 
Summary 

To summarize the foregoing, the fact that we humans perceive phenomena in the form of the Force 
Dynamic Gestalt allows us to compare different processes in a particular manner. Perception in the 
form of an FDG leads to the formation of a conceptual structure for a particular range of phenome-
na. This structure consists of the aspects of the gestalt among which the three most prominent are 
intensity, quantity, and power. The aspects arise out of a set of tools of thought which is made up of 
image schemas and other elements of figurative (embodied) understanding. The projection of a 
schema upon a particular phenomenon is called a metaphor that leads to examples of linguistic me-
taphoric expressions. 

To give a prominent example, we conceptualize of thermal phenomena in terms of the intensity of 
heat (temperature of temperature differences), quantity of heat (entropy), and power of heat. 
Since the same structure is employed to conceptualize vastly different phenomena, these become 
structurally similar to the mind’s eye. As a result we can map the structure of one field upon anoth-
er. In physics, this leads to a particular form of structure mapping, i.e., analogical reasoning where 
the structures of theories of phenomena such as fluids, electricity, heat, motion, and chemical 
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change are directly compared (see Fig. 3). The structure that is mapped is that of the Force Dynamic 
Gestalt. 

 

 
Fig. .: Applying the same FDG with its metaphoric projections to different physical phenomena leads to analogical 
structures (the metaphoric structure of one subject can be mapped upon another field). 
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Experiments 
Michele D’Anna and Joel Rosenberg 

Presented here are demonstration experiments that show the far-reaching analogy between different 
sub-fields of science, as described in previous parts of this symposium. Five sub-fields are covered: 
1) hydraulic, 2) mechanical, 3) thermal, 4) electrical, and 5) chemical. For each sub-field, two expe-
riments are described: 

A) an intensive potential difference driving the flow of an extensive, substance-like quantity, with 
the process tending towards equilibrium; and 

B) an external intervention pumping the extensive quantity from low to high potential, creating a 
potential difference that could successively act as a driving force for another process. 

Videos of the experiments can be seen online at 
<http://www.youtube.com/view_play_list?p=9B638811E36695C4>. 

 

1) Hydraulic (Pressure/height difference drives a fluid flow) 

Equipment: 

- Two tanks connected by tubing 
- Tubing clamp or 2-way stopcock 
- Hand-cranked generator and low-voltage (12V or less) fluid pump 
- Optional: Flow indicator 
- Optional: Blue food coloring 

Hydraulic A) Two tanks are connected at their 
bottoms by tubing that is closed by a clamp or 
valve. With both tanks on the same table, one tank 
is filled higher than the other, creating a hydrostat-
ic pressure difference between them. When the 
clamp/valve is opened, the hydrostatic pressure 
difference between the ends of the tubing causes 
fluid to flow until the water level is equal in both 
tanks. A flow indicator can show the flow through 
the tubing. 

NOTE: It is possible that students will not be fa-
miliar with hydrostatic pressure. This can either be addressed directly, or it can be ignored and the 
experiment interpreted as a fluid height difference tending to disappear. 

SUGGESTION: The equipment can be as simple as two empty plastic bottles. Cut off the bottoms 
of the bottles, connect tubing to either the caps or bottlenecks, and suspend each bottle on a ring 
stand. 

Hydraulic B) Water is pumped from one tank to 
the other, creating a pressure/height difference. An 
electric hand-cranked generator connected to a 
low-voltage fluid pump does the fluid pumping. 

NOTE: A good question to ask is: "Where does the 
water that's being pumped into the second tank 
come from?" It is obviously coming from the first 
tank, but this question helps set up the analogy, for 
example with mechanics, which is the next dem-
onstration. 
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SUGGESTION: A purely mechanical fluid pump could be used, or even just a cup to bail water 
from one tank to the other. For this and all of the following experiments, electrical devices driven 
by electricity pumps (the hand-cranked generators) were chosen to create an additional constant 
from one sub-field to the next. 

2) Mechanical (V elocity difference drives a momentum flow) 

Equipment: 

- Two cars and 1 meter track 
- Putty (for inelastic collision between cars) 
- Electric toy train locomotive and 1 meter rail 
- Hand-cranked generator 
- Wood board (balsa or similar, light but long and stiff) 
- Six round metal rods, each 6-8cm long 
- Red (or other visible) tape 

Mechanical A) Two toy cars are set on a 
horizontal track, one with putty on the end 
facing the other car. The car without putty 
is set in motion and when they collide the 
putty joins them together. The first car 
slows down while the second speeds up. 
This can be explained as a momentum flow 
from the car that is moving to the car in-
itially at rest as the velocity difference disappears. 

NOTE: The key idea is that both cars end up at the same velocity immediately after impact (but be-
fore slowing down due to friction and air resistance). 

Mechanical B) An electric toy train locomotive 
is on a train track, and the track is connected to 
a hand-cranked generator. Turning the genera-
tor runs the locomotive motor (a "momentum 
pump"), which causes momentum to accumu-
late in the locomotive and create a velocity dif-
ference. Question:  "Where does the momen-
tum come from?" Students might say the table, 
the Earth, or nothing at all. At that point, the 
track is put on a long piece of balsa wood (or similar), which is itself on top of six round metal rods 
that "insulate" it mechanically from the table. A piece of red tape on both the table and on the balsa 
show that when the locomotive goes one way, the track/wood goes the other way. In this case it is 
much clearer that the momentum accumulating in the locomotive comes from the track. 

SUGGESTION: Not all locomotives will move using a hand-cranked generator. Bring a generator to 
a hobby shop and try some small trains out to see which work. 

 

3) Thermal Systems (T emperature difference drives an entropy flow) 

Equipment: 
- Hot plate 
- Stir plate 
- Copper cylinder 
- Pyrex dish (must be able to withstand adding a hot metal cylinder) 
- Room temperature water- 
- Temperature sensors 
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- Tongs 
- Peltier device with metal blocks connected to opposite sides 
- Hand-cranked generator 
- Optional: Thermal conductivity paste (better contact between sensors and Peltier) 

 

Thermal A) A metal cylinder is heated 
on a hot plate, and then moved to a 
room-temperature water bath in a py-
rex dish on a stir plate. Temperature 
sensors show that the temperature dif-
ference disappears as entropy flows 
from the copper cylinder to the water. 

NOTE: Like the cars that are still roll-
ing when the velocity difference dis-
appears, the copper cylinder and water 
are still warm once the temperature 
difference disappears.  

SUGGESTION: Instead of temperature 
sensors, thermometers can be used, or even just a finger -- but don't touch the hot metal cylinder! 
Also, water can be heated instead of the metal cylinder. 

Thermal B) A Peltier device is run by 
a hand-cranked generator. Tempera-
ture sensors show a difference being 
created, with one side getting hotter 
and the other side getting colder. 

NOTE: The Peltier device can be 
looked at as a variation on a refrigera-
tor or air conditioner, though they 
work by different physical mechan-
isms. These devices are all types of 
"entropy pumps" (usually called "heat 
pumps"). 

 

 

 

4) E lectrical Systems (E lectric potential difference drives a charge flow) 

Equipment, including low-cost suggestions: 

- Static hollow metal spheres on insulating bases 
- Two 7.5kV demonstration static voltmeters 
- Plastic rod and wool cloth for producing static 
- Two +/- 5V centered demonstration voltmeters 
- 1.0F 5V capacitor, and 0.22F 5V capacitor 
- connecting wires 
- 6V 3W light bulb, fan, or other device to run 
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E lectrical A) This experiment can be done 
in two ways. 

The first version is more expensive, but 
easier to understand as an analogy to pre-
vious experiments. Two hollow spheres are 
connected to two (expensive) kilovolt-
range voltmeters. One sphere is charged by 
repeatedly rubbing the rod with the cloth, 
then running the charged rod along the 
sphere. When the sphere is charged to 
around 6kV, it is touched to the uncharged 
sphere and the electric potential difference 
between them disappears. 

The second version is less expensive and 
uses two large capacitors, such as 1.0F and 
0.22F, and two plus/minus 5V-range volt-
meters. The top plate of each capacitor can 
be considered to act like the spheres in the 
first version (see schematic diagram). This 
second version is less obvious, since the 
plates in the capacitor are hidden. But be-
cause the voltage is lower (5V), the volt-
meters are much less expensive. Also, 
since the current is higher, this setup can be 
used to power a small 6V, 3W light bulb, a 
fan, or other low-voltage electrical devices. 

E lectrical B) This experiment uses the 
second version (capacitor setup) from 
Electrical A. The capacitors are con-
nected to a hand-cranked generator, and 
to the two 5V-range voltmeters. The 
"pumps" charge from one capacitor plate 
to the other, creating an electric potential 
difference.  

SUGGESTION: Supercapacitors have 
high capacitance and are fairly inexpen-
sive. 

 

 

5) Chemical Systems (Chemical potential difference drives an amount of substance flow) 

Equipment, including low-cost suggestions: 
- Fuel cell and hydrogen storage 
- Electrolysis device 
- Dilute sulfuric acid, H2SO4 (when diluting water always A DD A C ID to water!) 
- Hand-cranked generator 
- Optional: Voltmeter 
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Chemical A) A hydrogen fuel cell is used 
to make a fan motor turn. The chemical 
potential difference of dihydrogen (gen-
erated and stored previous to demo) and 
dioxygen (from atmosphere) compared 
with water disappears as they react in the 
fuel cell to produce water. 

NOTE: In chemistry education, the reac-
tion between dihydrogen and dioxygen is 
sometimes said to "happen by itself." 
This is the equivalent of the chemical po-
tential difference between reactants and 
products disappearing. The concept of 
chemical potential as a driving force for 
an "amount of substance" flow is explained in Job & Herrmann [1]. 

SUGGESTION: Many toy companies sell inexpensive fuel cells. 

Chemical B) An electrolysis apparatus is 
filled with water, to which some drops of 
dilute sulfuric acid are added to ensure 
electrical conductivity of the solution. 
The apparatus is powered by a hand-
crank generator that splits water into di-
hydrogen gas and dioxygen gas. The 
products have an higher chemical poten-
tial than water [1]. During generation, 
bubbles can be seen in each test tube. 

SUGGESTION: It is possible to create a 
hydrolysis setup in much less expensive 
ways than purchasing an electrolysis de-
vice. 

 

Summary comments 

The main structural analogy can be seen in all variations of the experiment -- an intensive differ-
ence drives an extensive flow towards equilibrium, and a pump can be used to create intensive dif-
ference. Of course, there are distinctions between the subfields, and further refinements are required 
for understanding each subfield on its own. Some examples: 

- Momentum and electrical charge can both assume positive and negative values, which is dif-
ferent from a volume of water. But there's also a difference between mechanics and electricity, 
in that momentum has a directional, vector character [2], while charge is a scalar quantity. 

- In thermodynamics, entropy can be produced but never destroyed [3]. This can be pictured in 
the thermal experiment, where entropy is created by the hot plate, transferred to the metal cy-
linder, then further transferred in part to the water. Entropy production is always connected 
with "irreversibility." 

- In chemistry, amounts of substance can be produced and destroyed, depending on whether they 
are reactants or products in a given reaction [4]. 

In all of the experiments we use a "spy" to observe physical quantities of the system as indications 
of change. Sometimes we observe an extensive quantity (e.g. with the fluid flow indicator), and 
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sometimes an intensive quantity (e.g. with the thermometer). An extension idea is to consider which 
quantities are being observed, and what those quantities indicate. 

The demonstration experiments can also be extended to include the generalized resistance and ca-
pacitance for each sub-field (see table below). Capacitance, given an input of an extensive quantity 
in your system, tells you how much the intensive quantity does change. Resistance, given an inten-
sive difference, acting as a driving force, tells you the intensity by which the extensive quantity 
flows. Resistance is also related to dissipative processes. 

In order to link quantitative aspects of the various sub-fields, energy can be included in the descrip-
tions of the experiments as another extensive quantity. It is better to solidify the main structural 
analogy, and then refine it for each sub-field while also tying everything together with energy. 

 

Science 

sub-field 
Pump Resistance Capacitance 

Hydraulic Fluid pump Fluid resistance Tank shape 

Mechanical Motor 
Mechanical resis-

tance (friction) 
Inertial mass 

Thermal 
Heat pump 

(Peltier device) 

Thermal resistan-
ce 

(insulation) 
Heat capacity 

E lectrical Battery or  
generator 

Electrical  
resistance 

Electrical capa-
citance 

Chemical Electrolyzer 
Reaction resis-

tance 
Buffer capacity 
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